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Modeling nutrient and plankton processes in the
California

coastal

transition

2. A three-dimensional

zone

physical-bio-optical

model

J. R. Moisan I and E. E. Hofmann
Center for Coastal Physical Oceanography,Department of Oceanography
Old Dominion University, Norfolk, Virginia

D. B. Haidvogel
Institute of Marine and Coastal Sciences,Rutgers University, New Brunswick, New Jersey

Abstract. A three-dimensional
(3-D) primitive equationmodel, developedto
simulatethe circulationfeatures(filaments)observedin the Californiacoastal
transitionzone (CTZ), was coupledto a nine-component
food web model and
a bio-optical model. The simulated flow fields from a 3-D primitive equation
model are used to advect the constituentsof the food web model, which include
silicate, nitrate, ammonium, two phytoplanktonsize fractions, copepods,doliolids,
euphausiids,and a detritus pool. The bio-opticalmodel simulatesthe wavelengthdependent attenuation of the subsurfaceirradiance field. The overall objective of
this modeling study was to understandand quantify the processesthat contribute
to the spatial and temporal developmentof nutrient and plankton distributions
in the CTZ. The resultingsimulated3-D nutrient, plankton and submarinelight
fields agree well with those observedwithin the CTZ. Specifically,high nutrient
and pla,nkton biomassoccur onshoreand within the core of the simulated filament.
Va,riations in the depth of the 1% light level, which result from the simulated
plankton distributions, shallowsto lessthan 30 m in regionsof high phytoplankton
biomass,and deepensto greater than 75 m in regionsof low phytoplankton biomass.
The onshore and offshoresurface carbon flux patterns are similar in shape due
to the meander-like flow patterns of the filament; however, the net across-shore
area,-integratedca,rbon flux is predominantlyoffshore.The total 20-day integrated
ca,rbon transport for the model domain varies with distance from shore and is

highest(35 x 109g C) in the regionwherethe filamentcirculation
patterndevelops
into an anticyclonic and cyclonicpair of eddies. The annual integrated carbon

tra,nsportby filamentsalongthe Californiacoastis estimated
to be 1.89x 10•2 g C.
and Cowles,1991;oCtrub
et al., 1991],whichtook place

1. Introduction

from 1986 to 1988 and focusedon a region off the coast
During the past decade,increasedawarenessand con- of California(Figure 1). This programhad as a pricern for the California coastal regions has resulted in mary objective the understandingof the physicaland

a numberof researchprograms(Table 1) that had as biologicalnature, structure and causeof formation of
coldfilaments[CoastalTransitionZone Group,1988],

their primary focusthe understandingof oceanographic
processeswithin the California coastal ocean. An objective that was commonto all these programswas the
understandingof across-shore
transfer of massand energy within coastal regions. One of these programs

which were often observed in satellite

sea surface tem-

perature and pigment concentrationimagesof the waters off the westerncoastof North America [Brink and
Cowles,1991].The CTZ programconsisted
of twofield

was the CoastalTransitionZone (CTZ) study [Brink samplingseasons
(1987and 1988),the datafromwhich
have provided the basisfor this study.

Previousstudiesof the regionoff California(Table1)
•Now at Physical Oceanography Research Division, Scripps
Institution of Oceanography,La Jolla, California.

Copyright
1996by theAmerican
Geophysical
Union.
Papernumber96JC01719.
0148-0227/96/96JC-01719509.00

showthat it is primarily a coastalupwellingecosystem.
During spring and summer months, upwelling favorable winds from the north causea surfacedivergenceat
the coastwhich injects nutrient-rich watersfrom depth
into the euphotic zone. This seasonalpulse of nutrients supportscoastalphytoplanktonbloomswhich are
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Table 1. OceanographicPrograms Along the California Coast
Program Name

Sampling Dates

Region

1949-Present

24ø-38øN

Chelton[1984]

1981-1982
1982

38ø-39øN
37ø-40øN

Beardsleyand Lentz[1987]
Mooersand Robinson[1984]

1983

34ø-35øN

Atkinsonet al. [1986]

1984-1985

34ø-38øN

Cheltonet al. [1988]

1987-1988
1987-1989

370-420 N
380-420 N

Brink and Cowles[1991]
Magnell et al. [1990]

California Cooperative Oceanic Fisheries

Investigations(CalCOFI)
CoastalOceanDynamicsExperiment(CODE 1 and 2)
Ocean Prediction Through Observations,

Reference

Modeling,and Analysis(OPTOMA 21 and 22)
Organization of Persistent Upwelling

Features(OPUS)
Central

California

Coastal

Circulation

Study (CCCCS)
CoastalTransitionZone(CTZ)
Northern

California

Coastal

Circulation

Study (NCCCS)

dominatedby silicate-dependentdiatomsand nitratedependentdinoflagellates.The phytoplanktonbloom
in turn supportsa suiteof secondary
producers
suchas
copepods,euphausiids,
and doliolids. In general,the

productivityof coastalwatersdecreases
offshore
of the
coastalupwellingregion[Smil,het al., 1988;Hoodel.al.,
1990].Superimposed
on the coastalupwelling
circulation are the processes
and dynamicsassociatedwith
the meridional flows of the California Current system

ter, AVHRR) or pigment(coastalzonecolorscanner,
CZCS) distributionsin the CCS showthe presence
of
filament-like structurespropagating offshoreduring pe-

riods of intensecoastalupwelling(most activein the
springand summermonths) [Bernsteinet al., 1977;
Traganza el, at., 1980, 1981; Brink and Cowles, 1991;
Breaker and Gilliland, 1981; Abbott and Zion, 1985,
1987; Stramma et al., 1986; Thomson and Papadakis,

1987]. Strub et al. [1991] outlined three conceptual

models to explain the mesoscalecurrent structure obSatellite-derived observations of the ocean surface served in the CTZ. The first model suggeststhat the
temperature(advancedvery high resolutionradiome- filaments in the CTZ are the result of offshoreflowing

(CCS)andthe filamentsassociated
with the CTZ.

jets (squirts)whichadvectcold, upwelledcoastalwater offshore.
45øN

At the offshore extent

of this feature

are

two counter rotating eddies. This model is supported
by the observation of mesoscaleeddy dipoles in the

offshoreCaliforniaCurrent [Simpsonand Lynn, 1990].
The secondconceptual model envisionsthe CTZ as a
mesoscaleeddy field embedded within the slow, southward flowing CCS. This conceptualmodel is supported
by the observation of eddies within the CCS, which
give rise to squirt-like features as they draw recently
40 ø

upwelledwatersoffshore[Mooersand Robinson,1984;
Ricn½ckcr½t al., 1987], and by the observationof an
offshoremesoscaleeddy field in the California Current

region[White ½tal., 1990].The third conceptual
model,
the meanderingjet theory, is strongly supportedby observationsobtained during the CTZ field and modeling

experiments[Strubet at., 1991]. This modelsuggests
that most of the offshore transport in the CCS occurs
as a meanderingjet which transports nutrient-poor waters into the CTZ from the north. In conjunction with
this meanderingjet, strongcutoff eddiesand squirtsare
observedto form. Cold, upwelled, nutrient-rich water
lying betweenthis meanderingjet and the coastis then
advected offshore. What model type the filaments fall
under greatly affects the way in which mass, energy,
30ø
I
I
biology, and nutrients along the coast are transported
135øW
130
125
120 into the offshoreregions.
Other studies have investigated the time and space
Figure 1. The CoastalTransitionZonestudyregion.
variability
of the plankton and nutrient fields associThe region included in the CTZ physical-bio-optical
ated
with
the
CCS and CTZ. On a regional scale, the
model domain is indicated by the box. Within this domain, the standardized station grid, which was used biological and chemical distributions within the CCS
during the 1988 CTZ surveys,is shown.The black dots are greatly influencedby the strong seasonalvariation
indicate the station locations.
in the coastalwind field. In the spring, the coastalwind
35 ø
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field changesto upwellingfavorablein a shortperiodof
time [Lentz,1987]. The effectof the seasonalchange
in wind field pattern on the phytoplanktonpopulations
has been the subject of numerousstudies[Abbottand
Zion, 1987; Michaelsenet al., 1988; Abbottand Barksdale, 1991; Thomasand Strub, 1989, 1990]. During
the springtransition,pigmentconcentrations
alongthe

ZONE 3-D PLANKTON MODEL
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carbon flux fields are presented in section 3. Finally,
section 4 presentsa discussionof the results.
2. Methods

2.1. Model Equations

coastincrease
from0.5mgchlorophyll
a m-3 to greater The model is a 3-D, time-dependent, physical-biothan3 mgchlorophyll
a m-3 [ThomasandStrub,1989]. optical model. The physical portion includes the efThe spatialand temporalvariabilityof the phytoplankton populationsin this regionhas been attributed to
large-and small-scalevariationsin the wind stressand
wind stresscurl [Abbottand Zion, 1987; Abbottand
Bar'ksdal½,
1991]. In general,the coastalupwellingzone
consistsof an inshoreregionwhich containshigh phytoplanktonpopulationsin conjunctionwith highnutrient
concentrations. Offshore, the phytoplankton and nu-

fectsof vertical(biologicaland physical)and hori•.ontal
(physicsonly) velocityand verticaland hori•.ontaldiffusion. The bio-optical portion of the model consists
of the nine-componentfood web and bio-optical model

presentedby Motsartand Hofmann[thisissue(a)].The

biological portion of the model therefore is a system of
nine coupled partial differential equations that govern
the spatial and temporal distribution of a nonconservatrient concentrations decreaseand become increasingly tive quantity, which is of the form

variable[AbbottandZion, 1987].

OB

The effect of the filaments is to entrain the recently

_-- •7 . I<,•
•7B _ (•' q_¾biology)'
• 7B

ot
upwelledwatersand transportthem offshorewithin the
q_'•-- •nudge
(B - Bclim)
(1)
filament. However,given the complex,3-D and timedependentnatureof thesefilaments,understanding
and
where B is a nonconservative
quantity (one of the nine
quantificationof across-shore
exchange
of nutrientsand
componentsin the biologicalmodel), •' is the vertical
biomassis difficult. The ephemeralnature of the illaand horizontalvelocityof the fluid, ¾bio•ogy
is the vertiments that occurin the CTZ makesmodelingstudiesan
calsinkingrateof thebiological
components.
The vertiimportant part of understandingthe physicaland biocalsinkingratesforthelarge(LPP, 1 m d-1) andsmall
logicalinteractionsthat areresponsible
for the plankton
(SPP,O.1m d-1) phytoplankton
sizefractions
wereesdynamicsassociatedwith the filaments.
timated from Bcinfang and Szyper[1982]and Smayda
This paper, the secondin a seriesof three papers [1970]. Becauseno verticalmigrationwas observedto

[MoisanandHofmann,
thisissue(a,
b)] presents
there- occurin the CTZ, the zooplanktonportion of the model

suitsfrom a 3-D, time-dependent,
physical-bio-opticalwasnot givenany verticalmigrationbehavior[Huntley
model. The model is a nine-componentfood web model ½tal., 1995]. The velocity,¾, and the kinematiceddy
whichhasbeencoupledto a wavelength-dependent
sub- diffusivity, Ix•, were obtained as describedbelow. The
surfaceirradiance model and a 3-D, primitive equation, sourceor sink term, •q, for biologicalcomponentis pre-

regionalcirculation
model.This modelwasdevelopedviouslydefinedby MoisanandHofmann[thisissue(a)],
and rnudge
is the rate at whichthe biologicalcompo-

for the CTZ with the overall objective of quantifying

and understanding
the physicaland biologicalprocessesnent is nudgedback to the climatologicalmean of the
associatedwith the across-shoretransport of nutrients biological component, Bclim.
and biomass. The results from this model are com-

paredwith datacollected
duringthe CTZ fieldsurveys. 2.2. Velocity and Diffusion
Whilethisstudywasspecific
to the CTZ, themodeland
The velocities,¾,and kinematiceddy diffusivities,
approaches
usedareappropriate
for addressing
similar which were usedto advect and diffusethe biologicaldisquestionsin other coastalenvironments.

tributions, were provided by the simulatedcirculation

The primaryobjectiveof this paperis to simulate distributions obtained simultaneouslyfrom the regional
the planktondynamicswithin the CTZ duringa pe- primitive equationmodel that was developedfor the
riod in time that a filament forms and extends offshore.

CTZ region[Haidvogel
et al., 1991a].Because
of this,
The resultingsimulationis then usedto determinethe the physical-bio-optical
modelusesa domain(Figure1)
importanceof variousprocesses,
suchas advection,in
and grid (Figure2) that are identicalto thoseusedfor
situ growth,and grazing,in the transportof particu- the regionalcirculationmodel. The physicaldynamics
late organiccarbonacross-shore.
The second
objective that are included in the circulation model and the nuis to determine the flux and total transport of this car- merical solution techniquesare presentedby Haitivogel
bon and their relation to the biomass and across-shore

e! al. [1991a,b] and Hedstrb'm
[1990]. The governing
velocityfields. The resultingacross-shore
carbonflux equationswhich are usedin this model are the hydroestimates are comparedto carbon flux measurements static primitive equations'
calculatedfrom data obtainedduringthe CTZ field surveys.

The secondsectionpresentsthe modelequationsand
the initial

conditions used for the model simulation.

The resultingphysical,bio-optical,and across-shore

c•t
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Distance

zonal and meridional momentum balances, respectively.

across-shore

The time evolution of the perturbation temperature,

700 km

T(x, y, z, t), and salinity,S(x, y, z, t), fields,whichgovern the perturbationdensity,p(x, y, z, t), are givenby
equations(4)and (5), respectively.The verticalmomentumbalance,equation(6), is obtainedby usingthe
Boussinesqapproximation, where density variations are
neglected in the momentum equations except for their
contribution to the buoyancy forcing. Finally, equa-

tion (7) is the continuityequationfor an incompressible
fluid. Further descriptions of these equations and their

termsare presentedby Hedstrb'm
[1990].
2.3. Biological Components and Optics
The subsurface irradiance field and the phytoplankton, zooplankton, and nutrient sourceand sink terms in
the 3-D model were calculated using the same formula-

:::::::::::::::::::::
..................
"':i
e-

tionsdevelopedfor the one-dimensional
model[Moisan
and Hofmann,this issue(a)].However,theseformulations were extended to three dimensions by allowing
them to occur at all locations in the spatial field.

2.4. Model

Implementation

and Initial

Condi-

tions

The 3-D time-dependent physical-bio-optical model
was initialized using the simulated circulation and density fields from day 140 of a circulation calculation done

Figure 2. The orthogonal
curvilineargrid (129 x 81 for the CTZ [Haidvogelet al., 1991a] and integrated
points)usedfor the 3-D numericalmodel.The domain forward in time for 20 days. This initial condition was
is 1000km wide(along-shelf)
and700km wide(across- chosenbecause it was during this time period that a
shore).The threesolidwidelinesindicatealong-shelffilament was observedto form at the coastal bump and
sections that are extracted from the model to display
selected vertical

distributions.

propagate offshore. The total integration time of 20
days also coincides with the generation time of a fila-

ment [Kosro and Huyer, 1986]. Resultsfrom the onedimensional model simulations, which were integrated
for 100 days, showed that 20 days was an adequate
timescale for the simulations to adjust from the ini-

OT

(5)
p0

0.

(7)

tial conditions[Moisan and Hofmann, this issue(a)].
As in the one-dimensional model, a spectral collocation method was used to solve the time- and spacedependent system of equations. This provides consistency with the circulation model. The time stepping

techniquesare presentedby HedstrSm[1990].
All the initial and climatological conditions for the
3-D model were determined from relationships derived

The terms and parametersin equations(2)-(7)are
definedin Table 2. Equations(2) and (3)expressthe from the CTZ field observations[Strub et al., 1991].
Table 2. Definition of Terms in the Hydrostatic Primitive Equations
For the 3-D Model
Term

(?t•V,W)
po-'t-p(x, y, z, t)
T(x,y,z,t)
y, t)

Definition

(x, y, z) componentsof the velocityvector,
total density
total temperature
total salinity

dynamicpressure,(p/po)
f(x,y)
g

Coriolis parameter
acceleration of gravity
forcing terms
diffusive

terms

MOISAN ET AL.: COASTAL TRANSITION ZONE 3-D PLANKTON MODEL

The salinity and temperature fields were derived us-

ing the standardequationof state relationship[Millero
andPoisson,1981]and the meanCTZ temperaturever-

22,681

of the model region, an offshore-extending
filament has
formed in the vicinity of a coastal bump. Flow is offshore on the northern

side and onshore on the southern

sus salinity relationship. However, in order to decrease side of the filament, with velocitiesof about 50 cm s-i
the number of calculations, the salinity field within the on both sides. The narrow feature located north and
physicalmodel was replacedwith the actual densityval- offshore of the filament is the decaying remnant of a
ues. An exampleof the initial (modelday 140) verti- previously formed filament.
cal velocity and density distributions from circulation
The vertical flow patterns show small-scaleregionsof
model is shown in Plate la.
upwellingand downwellingalongthe coastalshelfregion
Initial distributions for the large and small phyto- and somewhat larger regions of upwelling and downplankton fractions were obtained usingthe chlorophylla welling along the coastand near the shelfbreak which is
to percentsizefractionationrelationshipand the chloro- about 50-100 km offshore. These features have been atphylla to dynamic
height(•b0/500
m2 s-2) relationship,tributed to small-scalefrontal instabilitiesand possibly

both from Chaveze! al. [1991].Initial distributionsfor

coastaltrapped waves[Haidvo9ele! al., 1991a]. Verti-

the copepod, euphausiid, and doliolid fields were calcu-

cal velocitiesin the offshoreextendingfilament indicate
lated from individual copepod,euphausiid,and doliolid downwellingand upwelling in the north and south sides
biomassto dynamic height relationshipsobtainedfrom of the feature, respectively.Maximum upwellingveloc-

observations
from the CTZ [Mackas½!al., 1991].The ities are on the order of 10-20 m d -1.
initial nitrate andsilicatefieldswereobtainedusingthe
Ten dayslater (Plate lb), the filamenthaselongated
initial temperaturefield with the nutrient to tempera- and extends offshore about 430 km. The across-filament
ture relationshipsobtainedfor the CTZ [Huyer e! al., width has decreasedto about 100 km, and a cyclonic
1991]. The initial ammoniumand detritus fieldswere eddy appears to be forming a.t the outer end of the feaset to a constant

value of zero.

ture. Strong offshore and onshore velocities are found

The initial conditionsfor the phytoplankton,zoo- on the northern and southern sides of the filament, replankton,and detritus varied with horizontalposition spectively, and maximum velocities within the filament
but not with depth. Resultsfrom the 1-D model pre- reach 73 cm s-1. The filament has also moved south-

sentedby Moisanand Hofmann[thisissue(a)]demon- ward by about 70 km relative to its position on day
strated that the bio-optical model is capableof creat- 140.
ing depth-dependentstructureswithin 3 days of simuBy day 160 (Plate lc) the filamentextendsoffshore
lation. Initializing the model domain with no vertical about 590 kin, and a cyclonic eddy is forming at its
dependence
allowedthe modelto developits ownverti- outer extent. A weaker anticycloniceddy is forming to
calstructures.Also,wewereunableto drawanygeneral the north of the feature and is expressedby the northvertical relationshipsfrom the CTZ field surveydata.
ward deflection of the tip of the filament. Maximum
The climatologicalfields for nitrate and silicate were velocities in the filament are about 90 cm s-1.
calculated using the same method as that used to ca!culate the initial conditions except that the 3-D cli- 3.2. Simulated Biological and Optical Distributions
matological temperature field used in the circulation
model wasusedinsteadof the temperaturefield derived
The distributionof the phytoplankton,integrated

from day 140. The climatologicalammonium,detritus, overthedepthofthesimulated
euphotic
zone(1%phophytoplankton, and zooplanktonfields were set to zero.
By setting the climatologiesof the biologicalfields to
zero, the resulting biologicalfields are then a result of

tosynthetically
availableradiation,PAR), on day 140

(Plate2a) shows
thehighest
concentrations
(• 44 mg

N m-3) alongthe coastandwithinthe filament.The

the biologicalforcingand not a resultof the climatolog- sharpgradientin the integratedphytoplanktonfield at
the coastcoincides
with the densitygradientat this location(Plate la). The euphoticzonedepthis shallow3. Results
est (m 30 m) alongthe coastalregionsand within the
filament,whichcoincides
with the regionsof highest
chlorophyllconcentration.The euphoticzonedeepens
3.1. Simulated
Circulation
Fields
to about 180m offshoreof the shelfregionand outside
The 3-D model simulationsused 20 days of simulated of the filament. Sharpgradientsin the depthof the eucirculation fields that were obtained after 140 days of photiczoneoccurin the coastalregionand alongthe
ical forcing.

integration. This time corresponds to a point in the
circulation

simulation

when a filament

was observed to

formand developoffshore[Haidvo9elet al., 1991a].The

northern

and southern sides of the filament.

Overthe next 10days(Plate 2b) the horizontalstruc-

ture of the phytoplanktonevolvessimilarly to that for
large-scale horizontal structure of the simulated flow the circulation field. Phytoplankton concentrationsof
field from day 140 (Plate la), whichis the initial ve- 25 mg N m-a now extendabout 440 km offshorein the
locity field used for the simulations, shows primarily filament. However,the overallphytoplanktonconcensouthwardflow along the coastal boundary that is asso- tration in the filament has decreased relative to that at
ciated with the California Current. Average southward day 140(Plate 2a). The decrease
arisesthroughlossof
velocities are of the order of 45 cm s-1. Near the center biomassfrom the filament by phytoplanktondeath, zoo-

22,682
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plankton grazing, cell sinking,and across-filament
shear

[Hofmannet al., 1991]. The decreasewithin the fila2O
mentis consistent
with observations
in the CTg [Chavez
et al., 1991]. The highestphytoplanktonconcentrations E 40
in the filament occur along the axis, where the velocities are lowest.

On the northern

60

and southern sides of

the filament, where velocitiesare the highest, a sharp

gradient in phytoplanktonconcentrationexists. This
gradientis strongeron the southernsideof the filament.
The large-scalepatterns in euphoticzone depth are
similar to those simulated on day 140. The primary differenceis the sharpeningof the gradientin the euphotic
zoneat the edgesof the filament. In theseregions,the

euphoticzone depth shallowsfrom 180 m outsidethe
filament to 40 m inside the filament over a distance of

35 km. Similar to the phytoplankton fields, the gradient in the euphoticzone depth is asymmetric,being
strongeron the southernside of the feature.
After another 10 days (Plate 2c), the large-scale
structure in the distribution of the phytoplankton still
follows that of the circulation field. However, the magnitude of the phytoplankton concentration is reduced

8O
100
0

2O
40
60
8O
100

2O

40

60-

by about 50% relative to the initial concentrations.
80
Phytoplankton mortality and zooplankton grazing are
100
I
I
I
I
the dominant processesresponsiblefor this decreasein
1000
0
200
400
600
800
phytoplankton biomass. The primary change by day
North
South
160 is that the asymmetry in euphotic zone decreases
Distance Along-Shore [km]
and the filament has becomemore pronounced. On the
verticaldistributions
oftheupper
northern side of the filament, the euphotic zone depth Figure 3. Simulated
shallows from 180 m to 60 m in a distance of 80 km,
while on the southern

side it shallows from

180 m to õ0

(c) 511 km offshore. Contoursintervalsare 1 E m-2

m in 30 km.
The vertical

PAR fieldin the upper100m frommodelday 156from

along-shelf
sections
located(a) 77 km, (b) 280km and

distribution

of the subsurface

PAR

field

at thesealongshore
locations(Figure 3) showsthat the

s-1 x 10-4. The actualpositions
of thesesections
are
shownin Figure 2.

penetration of a given isolume is quite variable moving onshoreto offshorein the filament. Decreasedlight
penetration, and hence a shallowereuphotic zone, ocInitially, a region of offshoresurfacecarbon flux that
curs within the filament due to the enhancedchlorophyll
reachesvaluesof greaterthan 21 mg G m-2s- 1 occurs
concentrationsthat develop in responseto the nutrients
alongthe northernedgeof the filament(Plate3a). A
upwelled along the edgesof the filament. The magnismallerregionof onshoreflux occursalongthe southtude of the upwellingis greater on the southernside of
ern edgeof the feature. Smaller regionsof offshoreand

the filament (Plate 1); hencethe strongergradientin onshoresurfacecarbonflux are distributedalongthe
euphotic zone depth.

3.3.

Across-Shore

coastaland shelf break regions.Thesesmaller-scalefea-

Carbon

Distribution

and

Flux

tures are also seen in the circulation

fields.

By modelday 150 (Plate 3b), the regionsof offshore
It hasbeensuggestedthat the filamentsextendingoffshorein the CTZ providea mechanismfor transporting
carbon and nitrogen from coastal regionsto the oligotrophicoffshorewaters [Str'ttb½! al., 1991; Jones½t
al., 1991]. To test this hypothesis,the simulatedbiologicaldistributionswere convertedfrom nitrogen to
carbon using a G:N ratio of 6 and summed. These values, when multiplied by the across-shorevelocity com-

shore and onshore fluxes are still associated with the

ponent, provide an estimate of the total carbon flux. It

high across-shorehorizontal velocities associatedwith

should be noted that regions of high carbon flux can
coincidewith regionsof high across-shorevelocitiesand
are not necessarilyindicative of regionsof high carbon

ric. This pattern implies that there is a little to no net
across-shoretransport of surfacecarbon associatedwith

concentrations.

the filament.

tributions
3 and 4.

The

obtained

resultant

surface

in this manner

carbon

flux dis-

are shown in Plates

and onshore carbon flux associated with the filament
extend offshore to about 450 km. The offshore and on-

shoresurfacecarbon fluxesare essentiallyequal, with
maximumvaluesof about 21 mg G m-2s-1. By day
1õ0 (Plate 3c), the across-shore
surfacecarbonflux is
reducedbecauseof the overallreductionin phytoplankton and zooplanktonconcentrations.The largest off-

the filament(Plate 4) and are still somewhatsymmet-

To further investigate carbon transport in the GTg,

the depth-integrated
(to 1% PAR) carbonfluxwascal-
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C

:

.00011

.00009

.00007
.00005
.00003

.00001
-.00001

-.00003

-.00005
-.00007

-.00009
-.00011

Plate 1. Horizontaldistribution
of verticalvelocity(color;m s-1) anddensity(linecontours;
ct) at 100 m depth from days(a) 140, (b) 150, and (c) 160 of the circulationsimulation.Line
contours for density range from 23.6 to 25.4 by intervals of 0.2. Upwelling and downwelling

velocitieswith magnitudesgreaterthan 11 x 10-s m s-1 are shownin dark red and dark blue,
respectively.Detailsof the CTZ circulationmodelare givenby Haidvo#elet al. [1991b].
culated(Plate 5). When presentedin this fashion,pro- 5) indicatethat there may be preferredregionsin the
nounced regionsof asymmetry appear in the onshore model domain for onshore and offshore carbon flux. In
and offshorecarbon flux. In particular, the offshorecar- order to determine this, the carbon flux as a function of
bon flux on the northern side of the filament is much
distance offshorewas obtained by integrating the simgreater than the onshorecarbonflux to the south. As ulated carbon distributions vertically down to the 1%
as
the simulated fields evolve over the next 20 days, this PAR level [hl%p^R]and along-shore
asymmetry in offshoreand onshorecarbon flux in the
filament persists. However,the magnitudeof the flux
diminishes

over time.

flux(y) --

The depth-integrated
carbonflux estimates(seePlate

(vC)dA,
(8)
•0
--hl%P^l•
•01000km

B
700 krn
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Plate 2. Horizontaldistributionsof the phytoplankton(LPP + SPP) field integratedoverthe

depthof the euphoticzone(color;mg N m-3) andeuphotic
zonedepth,(linecontours;
meters)
for days(a) 140, (b) 150, and (c) 160from the 3-D physical-bio-optical
model. Line contoursfor
euphotic zone depth range from 30 to 180 m, 40 to 180 m, and 60 to 180 m in Plates 2a, 2b, and
2c, respectively, by intervals of 10. The euphotic zone depth is defined as the depth at which
PAR is 1% of that calculated at the surface.
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Plate 3. Horizontaldistributionsof the surfacephytoplankton(LPP + SPP) carbonflux field

(color;mg C m-2 s-1) andsurface
phytoplankton
(LPP + SPP) carbonfield(linecontours;
mg
C m-a) for days(a) 140,(b) 150,and (c) 160fromthe 3-D physical-bio-optical
model. Line
contoursfor surfacephytoplankton
carbonrangefrom 25 to 400 mg C m-a by intervalsof 25,
25 to 175mg C m-a by intervalsof 25, and 10 to 70 mg C m-a by intervalsof 10 in Plates3a
3b, and 3c, respectively. Red colors indicate regionsof offshorecarbon flux. Dark blue colors
indicate regionsof onshorecarbon flux.

whereflux(y) is the across-shore
carbonflux, v is the

On day 140, the maximum offshoreand onshorecar-

across-shoreadvective velocity and C is the sum of the
carbon concentrationsfor all the biologicalconstituents,
including detritus. The resulting across-shorecarbon
transports calculated from the simulated distributions
at days 140, 150, and 160 are shown in Figure 4.

bonflux(Figure4a) were5600and4000kg C s-1, re-

B
700 km

spectively. The maximum in both was located about
150 km offshore, with the onshore maximum being
slightly inshore of the offshoremaximum. The net

across-shore
carbonflux(Figure4b) was2200kg C s-•
C

•
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Plate 4. Horizontaldistributionsof the surfacephytoplankton
(LPP + SPP) carbonflux field

ca•l•r4;0,n•)
C
150,
m-2
and
s-1)
(c)160
and
surface
from
the
across-shore
3-D
physical-bio-optical
velocity
field
model.
(line
contours;
Line
contours
ms-1)
for
for
surface
days

across-shore
velocity
fieldrangefrom-08to 09ms -• -0.7to 09ms -• and-06to 1 ms-•

in Plates4a, 4b, and 4c, respectively,
by intervalsof 0.1. Redcolorsindicateregionsof offshore
carbonflux. Dark blue colorsindicate regionsof onshorecarbonflux.
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Plate 5. The horizontaldistributionsof the depth-integrated
(to 1% PAR) total carbon(phyto-

plankton+ zooplankton
+ detritus)fluxfield(color;g C m-1 s-I) anddepth-integrated
carbon
field(linecontours;
mgC m-2) fordays(a) 140,(b) 150,and(c) •60 from•he3-D physical-bioopticalmodel.Linecontours
for depthintegratedcarbonfieldsrangefrom25 to 425 mg C m-2,
25 to 250mg C m-2, and 25 to 100mg C m-2 in Plates5a, 5b, and 5c, respectively,
by intervals
of 25. Red colors indicate regionsof offshorecarbon flux. Dark blue colors indicate regions of
onshore

carbon

flux.

offshore and was centered

about

200 km offshore.

Over

the next 20 days of integration the magnitude of the
onshore

and offshore

carbon

fluxes

diminished

and the

peak of the maximum flux shifted offshore. The net
transport continued to be offshore at the end of the

is appropriate to mention the aspects of the simulated
circulation fields that are relevant to the development of
the patterns observedin the simulated biologicalfields.
The

circulation

fields

show several

distinct

features

that occur at a variety of time and length scales. By
simulation(day 160), the maximumoffshoretransport model day 140, a meander developed near the coastal
was500 kg C s-i and waslocatedabout 500 km from bump, and over the course of the 20-day simulation
the coast.
this meander propagated offshore to form a filament.
The net across-shore
carbonflux, flux(y), canbe fur- By model day 160, an eddy dipole had formed at the
ther integrated over the time of the simulation to obtain offshore tip of the filament, which is consistent with
observed circulation
features in the CTZ. The characa total across-shorecarbon flux,
teristic length scalesand velocitiesfor the simulatedfilament are fairly representative of those observedwithin

tfiux(y) --

fiux(y)dt.
fO
0days

(9)

the CTZ. The filament was advectedoffshoreapproximately 500 km and the width of the filament was about

The resultsof this calculation(Figure 5) showthat no 75 km [Haidvogelet al., 1991a],whichcomparewell to
onshoretransport of carbon occurredduring the 20 day
simulation. Offshore carbon transport occurred at sev-

the the CTZ

field data.

The filaments observed within

the CTZ typically extend offshore more than 300 km

erallocations
offshore,
with the largestpeak(35 x l0 s [Flamentet al., 1985]andhavewidthsof approximately
g C) being about 500 km offshore. Smalleroffshore 75 km [Strubel al., 1991].Maximumhorizontalvelocitransports occur at 100 and 300 km offshore.

tieswithinthesimulated
filament(0.8to 1 m s-1) were
similar to those observedin the CTZ field data, 0.8 m

4. Discussion

and

s-• [KosroandHuycr,1986;Brink and Cowles,1991;

Conclusions

Strub ½tal., 1991]. The offshoreflowingregionsassoci4.1.

Three-Dimensional

Circulation

Fields

ated with the filament

observed in the CTZ have been

associatedwith large downwellingvelocitiesof up to
The simulated circulation patterns used for the 20day integration of the biological quantities include the
developmentof a distinct offshorepropagatingfilament

10-40m d-1 [Kadkoet al., 1991;Deweyet al., 1991].
Maximum downwellingvelocities of approximately 12
m d-1 were observed in the simulated circulation field.

(Plate 1). The processes
and dynamicalbalancesun- As in the field observations,thesedownwellingregions
derlying the formation of this filament have been previ- were alsolocatedin the northern offshoreflowingregion
ouslydiscussed
by Haidvogel½tal. [1991a].However,it of the simulated filament.
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the next section, is focused on across-shoreand within-

I

Offshore

filament

variations.

4000

4.2. Three-Dimensional
The results

2000
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-2000

-Onshore
I

-4000

I

I

I

I

\

/1•0

-

Net

the model

Fields

showed that

as the fila-

ment began to form, nutrient-rich water was upwelled
into the upper water column, where it was removed by
phytoplankton. This is consistent with the CTZ field
observations, where over the initial 3-5 days of filament formation, the diatom community underwent a

periodof rapid growthin the coreof a filament[Hood
et al., 1990, 1991; Chavezet al., 1991]. As the simulated filament matured, nutrients were depleted, and
the phytoplankton population diminished as a result
of nutrient limitation and increasedgrazing pressure.

3000

B

25OO

from

Bio-Optical

140

Thus the simulated

filaments

also served as a stimulus

for secondaryproduction by providingconditionsfavorable for zooplankton growth and reproductionas these

2000

15OO
1000

-

500

-

populations were advected offshore. These results are
in agreement with observationsof elevated zooplankton concentrationsin the offshoreregionsof the CCS

[Cheltonet al., 1982].
The general across-shore,model-derivedphytoplank-
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are similar

to those observed within

the CT7,. Phytoplankton concentrationsare higheston-

shore(e.g. > 1 mg chlorophyll
a m-3) and decreased
rapidly(e.g. < 0.1 mg chlorophylla m-3) acrossthe

Figure4. (a) Area-integrated
across-shelf
carbon
flux

calculatedfrom the simulatedbiologicaldistributions

on days140, 150,and 160. (b) Net across-shelf
car-

bon flux for modeldays140, 150, and 160. Positive

50

valuesindicate offshorecarbonflux; negativevaluesare

I

I

I

I

I

I

onshore flux.

40

Other circulationpatternswereobserved
within the

simulated
circulation
patternwhichplaya rolein the
development
of the resultingbiological
andopticaldis-

30

tributionsß Mesoscalemeanderspropagatesalong the

shelf, deformingthe developingdensityfield as they
propagatedsouth. Along thesedensityfronts,frontal
instabilitiesdeveloped[Haidvogeletal. 1991a]which

20

moved south along the density front. Onshoreof this
density front, a seriesof wave-like downwellingand up-

wellingregionspropagated
to the northwhichwasev-

idence
forcoastally
trapped
waves.
Whilethefilament

was the dominant circulation feature affecting the development of the biological fields, these smaller-scale
circulation patterns also played a role. The effect of
thesesmaller-scalefeatureson the across-shore
flux and
transport of carbon will be discussedß
Pinally, the physical model was able to reproduce
qualitatively other features within the CT7. such as the
California

Current

and the California

10

0

Countercurrent

[Haidvo9eletal., 1991a]. However,exceptfor the filament region, most of the variability of the simulated
biological fields was in vertical and acrossthe shore directions. The alongshorecirculation had less of a role
in structuring these distributions. Therefore the discussion of the resulting bio-optical fields, which followsin
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Figure 5. Total across-shorecarbon transport after
20 days of simulation. Positive values indicate offshore
across-shelftransport.
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density front [Hood ctal., 1990, 1991; Chavezc! al.,
1991].

filamentsduring the CTZ field surveys[Washburn½t
al., 1991].

A rapid decreasein the simulated phytoplankton field

As in the simulatedphytoplanktonfields, the acrossfilament variation in the depth of the euphoticzone is
asymmetric. The euphoticzone shallowsmore rapidly
on the southern, onshoreflowing portion of the simu-

was observed

to occur in both the filament

and coastal

regions. This rapid decrease in phytoplankton population

within

the

filament

was also observed

in the

CTZ regicm. An example of this rapid change was observed during the C•TZ 1988 field surveys. Chavez el

lated filament and mesoscale meanders and eddies. The

available light measurementsfrom the CTZ do not have

al. [1991]noted that the phytoplanktonpopulationde- sufficientspatial resolution to provide a detailed comcreasedrapidly from a maximum of 9 mg chlorophyll a parison to the simulated feature. However, because

m-3 (• 2500cellsmL-1) to lessthan0.5mgchlorophyllsuch asymmetry is observedin the across-filamentCTZ
a m-3 [< 100cellsmL-1] in a periodof about24 days. phytoplanktonfields[Joneset al., 1991],sucha feature
Also, MacIsaac et al. [1985]noted that the timescale shouldexist due to attenuation of light by the phytoof nutrient depletion in coastal upwelling systemsis of
the order of 5-10 days. While our results from the filament region compare well to the CTZ observations,
the decreasein phytoplankton along the coast suggests
that we may need to alter or better parameterize several of the model processesin order to better simulate
the coastalregionsof the CTZ. However,given the large
initial concentration of zooplankton along the coast, it
may also be that the large decreasealong the coast is
indeed due to the initial zooplankton concentrations.
The decreasealong the coast may also not be related to
the filament but could be causedby lack of appropriate

plankton populations.
The euphotic zone depth is the result of the interaction of several biological processes. As an exam-

ple, grazingremovedthe nutrient-limited,slow growing phytoplanktonfrom the upper regionsin the water
column, which then let light penetrate further into the
water column. This increase in light penetration allowedenhancedphytoplanktongrowth at depth. Thus
the net effect of zooplankton grazing was to increase
the total integrated primary production within the water column. The interplayof theseprocesses
in affecting
euphotic zone depth is discussedin the sensitivityanalcoastalcirculation or mixing and/or coastalreminer- ysisof the one-dimensionalmodel presentedby Moisan

alization processes. However, becausethe phytoplank- and Hofmann[thisissue(a)].
ton biomassconcentrationswithin the filament compare
well to the observations in concentration, distribution 4.3. Across-Shore Carbon Flux and Transport
and timescales, we feel confident that the model and
The across-shoreflux of carbon from highly productherefore the carbon flux and transport estimates are
valid for the filament region. Finally, the results from tive coastal regionsmay be an important carbon path-

carboncycle[Jahnke,
the 1-D model [Moisan and Hofmann,this issue(a)] way in the oceanbiogeochemical
showed that the transient responseor adjustment due

1990]. However,little is knownabout the relative con-

to the initial

days for the phytoplankton and nutrient fields.
Simulated phytoplankton concentrations were high-

tribution of carbon export from coastal regions to the
open oceanto the overallglobal carboncycle. The magnitude of carbon flow through this pathway needsto be

est in the core of the filament(e.g., > 2.5 mg chloro-

known

conditions

had a timescale

of less than 5

to better

understand

the fate and ultimate

ef-

phyllam-3) anddecreased
across
thefilament's
density fect of natural and anthropogenic carbon inputs on the
front (e.g.,< 0.5 mg chlorophyll
a m-3) on the outer ocean.
edges of the filament.

The distance over which this

As the filament developed in the simulated circulation

changetook placewasshorter(30 km) in the onshore fields, it movedoffshoreabout 300 km in 20 days. Using
flowing,southernflank of the filament, wherehigh up- these values, the rate of filament elongation is about 17
welling velocities concentratedthe phytoplankton near cm s-1. This is about one-third the velocities observed
the surface. In the northern, offshore-flowingflank of in the fast moving density front regions in the filament
the filament, high downwellingvelocitiesand substan- (seePlate 1). The circulationfieldof the filamentsboth
tial across-jetexchange[HoJmannel ai., 1991]caused advects water around the density front and elongates
the filament, thus propagatingit offshore.The following
this changeto occurovera longerdistance(80 kin).
Due to the paucity of data on the spatial distribution discussionwill demonstrate the importance of each of
of the subsurfacelight field within in the CTZ, compari- these distinct components of the velocity field in the
sonof the simulated light fieldswith observationsis very cross-shoreflux and transport of carbon.
limited. The generalacross-shelf
variationsin the depth
The simulatedsurfacecarbonflux fields(seePlates
of the simulated euphotic zone depth ranged from ap- 3 and 4) suggestthat there are specificregionswithin
proximately 30 m onshoreto approximately 180 m off- the filament which are responsible for the majority of
shore, with the largest changein euphotic zone depths the across-shoreflux of carbon. The highest offshore
occurringin the region of the density fronts. The avail- surface
carbonflux (e.g.,> 21 mgC m-2 s-1) occurred
able1%PAR measurements
fromthe CTZ [Moisanand along the northern flank of the filament, coincidentwith
Hofmann,this issue(a)]showa similartrend, with the the region of highest offshorevelocities. Likewise, the

shallowest1% PAR levelbeingabout 20 m onshoreand highestonshoresurfacecarbonflux (e.g., > 12 mg C
alongthe southern
flankof the illdeepening
to a maximum(> 130m) offshore.Shallow m-2 s-1) occurred

1% PAR levels(m 30 m) werealsoobserved
within the ament in the region of highest onshorevelocities. The
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velocities in the density front region simply advected
water offshore in the northern portion of the filament
and then back onshore in the southern portion of the
filament. The velocitieswere larger in the offshorethan
in the onshoreflowing portion becausethe filament was
elongating. Along the core of the filament, where phytoplankton concentrations are highest, the across-shore
flux of carbon

is lowest

because

of the low across-shore

velocities, coincident with the high carbon concentrations. In this region, the velocities were primarily those
associatedwith the filament's elongation. The addition
of an elongation velocity to the onshore and offshore
velocities associated with water flowing along the illament

has several

effects

on the onshore

and offshore

velocities. All offshore velocities increased in magnitudeø All onshore velocities with magnitudes greater
than the elongation velocitiesdecreasedin magnitude.
Also, all onshorevelocities with magnitudeslower than
the elongation velocities changed to an offshorevelocity. The net effect of the filament elongation was to

ZONE 3-D PLANKTON MODEL

From the filaments and surface nutrient concentra-

tions observedin the CTZ field surveys,Chavezet

al. [1991,p. 14,840]concluded
that "thestrongbaroclinic jets commonly found in the coastal transition
zone ... are not responsiblefor significanttransport of
coastallyupwelled,high-nutrient water to the oceaninterior." Their conclusion was based on the observation

that the regionsof highestnutrientsand phytoplankton
biomass
werenot associated
with the observed
highoffshore velocities. This was also observed in the model

results. However, the values of the across-shoreflux

of carbonand nutrientsare obtainedby the productof
the concentration of carbon or nutrients and the across-

shorevelocities.Thereforeregionsof high across-shore
velocitiescan also be regionsof high across-shore
flux
of carbon and nutrients, as observedin the simulated
carbon flux distributions.

In addition to filament-relatedfeatures,severalother
circulation features present in the simulated fields warrant discussion because of their role in the across-shore

increase(decrease)the aerial extentof the offshore(on- flux and transport of carbon. The mesoscalemeanders
shore)surfacecarbonflux field regions.
and eddieswere characterizedby high phytoplankton
Estimates

of surface

across-shore

not been made from measurements

flux of carbon

from the CTZ.

have

How-

concentrations,especially along the axis of the meanders. Also, high across-shorevelocities were observed
to be associatedwith the density fronts of the meanders and eddies. The resulting patterns in the across-

ever, both the simulated surface horizontal velocity and
phytoplankton fields, which were used to calculate the
surface across-shorecarbon flux fields, resemble those shore surface carbon flux of these meanders and eddies

measuredwithin the CTZ [Flamen! e! al., 1985; Hay-

resembles that observed in the filament.

ward and Mantyla, 1990; Hood e! al., 1990, 1991; Hood,
The presenceof the frontal instabilities[Haidvogelet
1990; Huyer et at., 1991; Washburn et at., 1991; Jones al., 1991a]and phenomena
resemblingcoastallytrapped
el.al., 1991;Strubel.al., 1991].The near-surface
chloro- waves introduced even smaller-scalevariability in the
phyll and nitrate concentrationsand temperature fields simulated circulation and biologicalfields. Suchwaveobtained in July 1986 for a region offshorePoint Arena like featureswere observedin the AVHRR [Rienecker
during a filament event can be usedto verify the model- and Mooers,1989] and CZCS [Peldezand McGowan,
derived distributions. Water temperatures were lower 1986] imagery of the filamentsin the CTZ. The effect
than 12øC along the coast and within the core of the of these small-scale features on the across-shore flux of
filament which was observed to extend seaward near
carbon may be important. Because the frontal instaPointArena. Highchlorophyll
(> 5 mg m-a) andni- bilities are superimposedupon the mesoscalemeanders
trate (> 10 mg m-3) concentrations
werecoincidentand eddies, their contribution to the across-shorecarwith theseregionsof coldertemperatures[Jonesel. al., bon flux is difficult to quantify in the simulatedacross1991]. Satellite-derived
estimatesof seasurfacetemper- shore carbon flux fields. However, the contribution of

ature and pigment concentrations[Brink and Cowles,
1991]showsimilar patterns. Other field studieswhich
measuredthe pigment concentrationswithin the CTZ
region[Hoodet al., 1990,1991;Chavezel.al., 1991]also
found high chlorophyll coincidentwith cold tempera-

the phenomenonresemblingcoastallytrapped wavesto
the surfaceacross-shore
flux of carbon was clearly observable, since it was located onshoreof the density

front (seePlate 1). Small-scale
wave-likeregionsoffonshore and offshore velocities create similar small-scale

tures.

wave-like patterns in the surface across-shorecarbon
All CTZ field surveysmeasureda strongseawardflow flux (seePlate 4).
north of the observedtemperature minimum in the filaThe depth-integrated total across-shorecarbon flux
ment with maximum velocities of approximately 0.8 m fieldscalculated
fromthe simulatedfields(seePlate5)
s-• [Huyerel.al., 1991].Velocities
wereminimalwithin show a different pattern than that observedin the surthe pigmentcoreof the filament, and sloweronshoreve- faceacross-shore
flux fields(seePlate 4). The depth-

locitieswere observedon the southernflank [Rienecker integrated(integratedto 1% PAR) across-shore
carbon
and Mooers, 1989; Huyer et al., 1991, Chavez et al., flux is primarily offshorebecausethe net volume flux of
1991;Jonesel.al., 1991].As in the simulation,thesere- the filament is offshoredue to the elongationof the feasults suggesta developingcirculationfeature composed ture. Filament elongationcausesa net surfaceoffshore
of a velocity field which advects water along constant volume flux. Such a net surface offshore volume flux
density contoursand also elongatesthe feature. The re- within the filament was observedin the CTZ by Jones
sulting lower onshorevelocitieson the southernflank of et al. [1991]. In their study they observeda 0.80-Sv
the observedfilaments suggestthe offshorepropagation volume flux in the offshore direction and 0.72-Sv flux
and elongationof the observedcirculationpatterns.
in the onshoredirection within the top 100 m of a fila-
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in a net offshore volume flux of 0.08

Sv. However, it is difficult to directly compare these
field results with the model results given the temporal
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agreesreasonably with that obtained from the CTZ field
data.

An estimate of the total annual transport of carbon
and spatial dependenceof thesesimulatedand observed can be obtained from the above transport estimates.
fields.
Filaments are generated within the CTZ from May to
The time series of the area-integrated across-shore Octoberfor a total of about 3-6 months[Strub et al.,
carbon flux demonstrates how variable the carbon flux
1991] and have a lifetime of about one month. Also,

estimatesare in time and distancefrom shore(seeFig- as many as 1-6 filaments have been observed in variure 4). The differencebetweenthe offshoreand onshore ous stages of development along the western coast of
flux estimates(seeFigure48) givesthe net across-shorethe United States [Strub et al., 1991]. Usingtheseesflux at any distanceoffshore(seeFigure4b). The area- timates, the filaments along the California coast can
integrated values of the net across-shorecarbon flux transportbetween158and 1890g C m-2 yr-1 asmuch
essentially remove the effect of the velocity components as 500 km offshore. This large offshoretransport of carassociatedwith the meanderingdensityfront from those bon may supply the high zooplankton biomassobserved
responsiblefor the filament's offshorepropagation. On to exist approximately 200 km offshore in the southern
model day 140, there is a maximum in the net across- regionof the CT7, [Cheltonet al., 1982].
Numerous
estimates of across-shore flux of carbon
shore carbon flux at about 200 km from the coast. By
model day 150, the elongationof the filament had mod- have been made for differentregions(Table 3). The
ified the form of the net across-shore carbon flux. While
large differences that exist between these environments
a maximum is still observed at approximately 200 km make comparisons difficult. For example, our estimate
offshore, across-shoreflux values are higher than 1000 of the across-shore carbon transport in the CTZ is
kg C s-• betweenapproximately150 and 450 km off- higher than that estimated off the coast of Peru, alshore. The eddy dipoles which were observedto form at though both are upwelling systems. One factor which
the offshore end of the filament are responsiblefor the may help to explain this difference is that the Peruvian
offshore maximum in the across-shoreflux at approxi- upwelling system does not produce filament-like structures; upwelling off the Peruvian coast never extends
mately 500 km on model day 160.
The resulting time-integrated total across-shorecar- off the shelf [Brink et al., 1983]. However,even with
bon transport for the 20 days over which the model these observed differences, the CTZ is potentially an
was integratedis everywhereoffshore(see Figure 5). important site for across-shorecarbon transport.
The results from coupling a bio-optical food web
The highest across-shoretransport of carbon is approximately 35 x 109 g C and occursapproximately500 model to a 3-D circulation model which was designed
km from shore. Most of this transport is composedof to simulate the circulation features observed within the
phytoplankton biomass. If a constant carbon to chloro- CTZ support the following conclusions.
1.

phyll ratio of 40 (mg C:mg chlorophylla) is assumed,
the maximum carbon transport converts to a chlorophyll transport of approximately 506 g chlorophyll a

The

coastal

center

waters

of the filaments

advect

offshore several hundred

nutrient-rich

kilometers.

2. The product of the horizontal velocities and car-

s-•. Joneset al. [1991]obtainedtransportvaluesof bon concentrations indicate that the regions of high280 g chlorophylla s-• by integratinga 110-km-wide est onshore and offshorecarbon flux are not regions of
filament crosssection from 0 to 100 m. A higher esti-

high carbon concentrationbut rather are regionsof high

mate of 347 g chlorophylla s-• wasobtainedby $trub
et al. [1991]by integratinga 200-km-widefilamentcross

cross-shore

section from 0 to 100 m. Keeping in mind the highly
variable nature of the filaments in time and space, the
model-derived estimate of the across-shoretransport
m.•.•

3

•'o*;•-•*

velocities.

3. The high offshore and onshore velocity regions
are not responsiblefor the net flux of carbon offshore.
Rather, the highest net offshorecarbon flux region is
associated

o •f Across-Shore

Carb

with

the center of the filament.

Flux O•.*-in •

for a

Variety of Environments

Region

CarbonFlux, g C m-2 yr-•

Reference

Texas- Louisianashelf
SoutheasternBeringSea
New York shelf
Anadyr Water, BeringSea
GeorgesBank

56•
79
180•
118•
240

Walsh[1988]
Walsh[1988]
Walsh[1988]
Walsh[1988]
Walsh[1988]

Peru(•1966-1969)
b

82•

Walsh
[1988]

Peru (•1976-1979)•

591•

Walsh[1988]

CTZ

158-1890

this study
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